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How a Tax Break to Help the Poor Went to NBA Owner
Dan Gilbert
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After a lobbying effort, Dan Gilbert, billionaire founder of Quicken Loans, won special tax

status for wealthy areas of downtown Detroit where he owns billions worth of property.
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Billionaire Dan Gilbert has spent the last decade buying up buildings in downtown Detroit,

amassing nearly 100 properties and so completely dominating the area, it’s known as

Gilbertville. In the last few years, Gilbert, the 57-year-old founder of Quicken Loans and

owner of the Cleveland Cavaliers, has also grown close to the Trump family.

Quicken gave $750,000 to Trump’s inaugural fund. Gilbert has built a relationship with

Ivanka Trump, who appeared at one of his Detroit buildings in 2017 for a panel discussion

with him. And, last year, he watched the midterm election returns at the White House with

President Donald Trump himself, who has called Gilbert “a great friend.”

Gilbert’s cultivation of the Trump family appears to have paid off: Three swaths of downtown

Detroit were selected as opportunity zones under the Trump tax law, extending a valuable tax

break to Gilbert’s real estate empire.
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Gilbert’s relationship with the White House helped him win his desired tax break, an email

obtained by ProPublica suggests. In February 2018, as the selection process was underway, a

top Michigan economic development official asked her colleague to call Quicken’s executive

vice president for government affairs about opportunity zones.

“They worked with the White House on it and want to be sure we are coordinated,” wrote the

official, Christine Roeder, in an email with the subject line “Quicken.”

The exact role of the White House is not clear. But less than two weeks after the email was

written, the Trump administration revised its list of census tracts that were eligible for the

tax break. New to the list? One of the downtown Detroit tracts dominated by Gilbert that had

not previously been included. And the area made the cut even though it did not meet the

poverty requirements of the program. The Gilbert opportunity zone is one of a handful

around the country that were included despite not meeting the eligibility criteria, according

to an analysis by ProPublica.

Several weeks later, the Michigan governor selected all three of the downtown Gilbert tracts

for the program.

Gilbert influenced the local selection process, as well, other emails obtained by ProPublica

show: Quicken’s top lobbyist was so enmeshed in the process, his name appears on an

opportunity zone map made by the city economic development organization, recommending

part of downtown be included in the tax break. No other non-city officials are named on the

document.
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The result has likely already been a boon to Gilbert: Multiple studies have found that

property values in opportunity zones increased because of the tax break. Gilbert has put an

estimated $3 billion into buying and renovating properties in Detroit, the vast majority now

in opportunity zones.

In addition, even though the law was designed to incentivize new investment, Gilbert has

several already-planned developments in the area that could benefit from the tax break,

experts said.

The upside for an investor such as Gilbert “could be huge,” said Steve Wamhoff, director of

federal tax policy at the Institute on Taxation and Economic Policy, a liberal-leaning think

tank. “This seems to be a situation where someone is going to get tax breaks for something

they were going to do anyway.”
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The White House, Treasury Department and Quicken Loans all declined to answer repeated

questions about Gilbert’s interactions with the Trump administration regarding opportunity

zones. Roeder didn’t respond to requests for comment. A spokesperson for the Michigan

Economic Development Corporation declined to elaborate on the email mentioning

Quicken’s work with the White House.

In a statement, Jared Fleisher, Quicken Loans vice president of government affairs,

acknowledged Gilbert’s companies gave input to the state but said they “did not exercise any

inappropriate influence.” The companies “joined a wide range of stakeholders in providing

feedback into the Opportunity Zone selection process,” he said. “The State of Michigan

engaged interested parties, asked for their input, and encouraged participants to share the

State of Michigan’s request for input with other potentially interested groups.”

A Bedrock Detroit map shows properties owned by Dan Gilbert

in orange, part of an estimated $3 billion in real estate

investments he’s made in the city. The lower left census tract

was named an opportunity zone despite being too wealthy to

qualify for the program. (Black lines added by ProPublica to

roughly show tract boundaries.)

Opportunity zones were created by the 2017 Trump tax code overhaul. The idea, touted by

members of both parties, is to grant lucrative tax breaks to encourage new investment in

poor areas around the country. The Treasury Department determined which census tracts

were eligible for the special status, based on poverty and income levels, and then each state’s

governor picked 25% of them as zones.

But the program has been widely criticized as a giveaway to the rich that will not bring the

promised revitalization in needy areas. There is no mechanism to track the program’s results,

from how much new investment comes to the zones to how many jobs it creates.

Here’s how the tax break works. Say you’re a hedge fund manager, you purchased Google

stock years ago and are sitting on $1 billion in gains. If you sell, you’d send the IRS about

$240 million in taxes on the capital gain, less than you’d pay in ordinary income tax but still

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/31/business/tax-opportunity-zones.html
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a lot. To avoid paying that much, you could sell the shares and put the $1 billion into an

opportunity zone. That comes with three generous breaks. The first is that you defer that

$240 million in tax, allowing you to invest more money up front. Plus, you can hold the

investment for several years and you’ll get a significant reduction in those taxes. What’s

more, any additional gains from the new investment are tax-free after 10 years.

The exact value of the tax breaks for any individual will likely never be publicly known

because the program has no disclosure requirements. Gilbert’s holdings, managed by his

firm, Bedrock Detroit, are private.

Experts say two of the downtown Detroit tracts are islands of wealth in the city, one of the

poorest in the nation. They are significantly wealthier by median income than the

surrounding area. They include Gilbert-owned office space with high-end tenants including

Microsoft, JP Morgan and Quicken Loans. The boutique Shinola Hotel sits in another Gilbert

property that is now in one of the opportunity zones.

While the tax break is supposed to generate new development, Gilbert already has several

long-planned projects located in the newly designated zones, including the construction of a

glass-and-steel skyscraper on the historic Hudson’s department store site.

Gilbert at the 2017 groundbreaking of a skyscraper planned for

the former site of Hudson’s department store, now in an

opportunity zone. He owns so much downtown Detroit real

estate, some people call it Gilbertville. (Carlos Osorio/AP Photo)

“These areas are not distressed,” said Conrad Kickert, an urban design academic who wrote a

book about downtown Detroit. He noted that Gilbert also helped create a new streetcar line

in the area, named the QLine after Quicken Loans. The area is much wealthier and whiter

than Detroit as a whole, according to recent census estimates.

https://www.bedrockdetroit.com/property/1400-woodward-ave-2/
https://www.hudsonssitedetroit.com/
https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/dream-city
https://www.mlive.com/business/detroit/2016/03/qline_is_the_official_name_of.html
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This year, Gilbert’s opportunity zone push has continued; his firm has been lobbying the

Treasury Department on the regulations for the program, which are still being hashed out

two years after the law was signed. The CEO of Bedrock sent a letter to the agency pressing

the administration to adopt lax technical rules for real estate projects of the type Gilbert is

pursuing, according to a copy obtained by ProPublica.

“We believe that the purpose of the [opportunity zone] legislation is best achieved through

large-scale, multipurpose real estate development projects that transform and revitalize

entire neighborhoods and communities,” wrote Bill Emerson of Bedrock, appearing to

describe the firm’s mixed-use Monroe Blocks project. Therefore, he argued, the department

should loosen the rules around how quickly opportunity zone investments have to get under

way.

Gilbert’s rise in Detroit started in 2010 when he moved the headquarters of his mortgage

firm, Quicken Loans, from a suburb to struggling downtown Detroit. His companies employ

more than 10,000, and his influence is so immense that Politico named him to its list of the

most interesting mayors in America, the only non-mayor on the list.

Gilbert’s downtown developments have already received city and state subsidies with few

strings attached, a recent Detroit Free Press investigation found. Along with myriad tax

breaks, Detroit’s Downtown Development Authority, for example, sold an important lot to

Gilbert for $1. (He has also been advised in his Detroit strategy by another Michigan native

and prominent Trump supporter, the billionaire real estate developer Stephen Ross of

Related Companies.)

As Gilbert was expanding his Detroit portfolio, Facebook billionaire Sean Parker was

embracing the idea for what would become opportunity zones: give investors a tax break on

their capital gains if they agree to invest the money in needy areas. Parker set up a think tank,

the Economic Innovation Group, to promote the idea in Washington. In 2015, Gilbert joined

the group’s “Founders Circle.”

He hasn’t spoken publicly about opportunity zones, but his real estate holdings and

businesses in Detroit were clearly in areas that would be well positioned to benefit from the

tax break that Parker wanted to create.

https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/6429811-Bill-Emerson-Bedrock-letter-to-IRS-re.html
https://www.bedrockdetroit.com/property/monroe-blocks/
https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2017/06/25/most-interesting-mayors-america-215295
https://www.freep.com/in-depth/news/investigations/2019/09/06/dan-gilbert-bedrock-projects/2207973001/
https://eig.org/news/eig-is-proud-to-welcome-the-newest-member-of-our-founders-circle
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Gilbert’s firm, Bedrock Detroit, manages the nearly 100

properties he has acquired in the city. (Raymond Boyd/Getty

Images)

In June 2017, Gilbert met with Treasury Secretary Steve Mnuchin, the administration’s point

man on the tax bill that included opportunity zones. Gilbert also had a phone call with

Mnuchin, last November, according to public calendars. It’s not known what Gilbert and

Mnuchin discussed. (Spokespeople for Quicken Loans and the Treasury Department declined

to comment on the communications between Gilbert and Mnuchin.)

Despite his relationship with Trump and the administration, Gilbert has tried to publicly

dissociate himself from the president. He is in a particularly sensitive position because

Detroit is a majority African American city where Hillary Clinton beat Trump 95% to 3%.

Before the event he held with Ivanka Trump in 2017, Gilbert released a statement disavowing

electoral politics.

In December 2017, Trump signed the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act, which included the Economic

Innovation Group’s opportunity zone idea. That prompted a scramble by state and local

officials across the country to assemble nominations for the program.

By mid-February 2018, Gilbert’s lobbyists had joined the fray. They communicated with both

Michigan and Detroit officials about opportunity zones, according to emails obtained by

ProPublica through public records requests.

On Feb. 15, an official at the Michigan Economic Development Corporation instructed a

colleague at another state agency to reach out to a lobbyist from Quicken to discuss

opportunity zones.

The colleague, Brian Mills of the state housing authority, confirmed that he had a call with a

representative at Quicken. The company was interested in how the state would select zones,

Mills recalled. He advised the company that officials in cities like Detroit would have a lot of

sway in the process.

https://www.detroitnews.com/story/news/local/michigan/2017/06/01/clinton-michigan/102400540/
https://www.cleveland.com/cavs/2017/09/dan_gilbert_disavows_politics.html
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A week later, a top economic development official in Detroit emailed maps of areas that the

city wanted to nominate for the program to state officials. One of the maps reflected the input

of Gilbert’s lobbyist, Jared Fleisher, who is named on the document.

Curiously, the city’s recommendations shown on the map included a downtown tract that the

Treasury Department had deemed ineligible for the program because it was too wealthy. Its

median family income was almost 1 1/2 times higher than the opportunity zone eligibility

requirements allowed, according to census data. Gilbert owns more than 10 buildings in the

tract.

Days after the city sent the map to state officials, it proved prophetic. The Treasury

Department released a revised list of eligible tracts. The downtown tract was now, for the

purposes of the law, a “low-income community.”

Campus Martius Park in downtown Detroit, looking south

toward Chase Tower. The Gilbert property now sits in an

opportunity zone, even though the census tract should have been

ineligible for the program because of its wealth. (Raymond

Boyd/Getty Images)

Asked why the name of a lobbyist for Quicken Loans appeared in the legend of the map, a

spokesperson for the Detroit Economic Growth Corporation told ProPublica that “Jared

Fleisher was just one of the experts we consulted on how the Treasury regulations worked.”

She added the city “consulted with numerous experts” to assess which tracts would be

eligible for the program, and that the city itself wanted the riverfront tract in the program.

It’s not clear why Gilbert’s lobbyist believed that the tract would end up being eligible for the

program. Fleisher did not answer questions on the issue but said in a statement that Gilbert’s

companies had not “engaged in advocacy activities (monetary or otherwise) regarding the

eligibility of certain areas.” A Treasury Department spokesman said only that “the Treasury

officials that typically work on opportunity zone issues had no knowledge of this matter.”

https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/6508859-Detroit-City-Maps.html
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In a statement, Fleisher declined to comment on the nature of his interactions with the city,

but he told ProPublica, “Ultimately, the City of Detroit — not [Gilbert’s] Rock Family of

Companies or any other respondent to the open call for comments — made the

recommendations to the state about which census tracts in Detroit should be selected.”

Two weeks after the Treasury Department issued its revision, the city recommended the tract

for the program, along with several others in which Gilbert had substantial investments. They

did so even though those tracts were not included in a list of recommendations for Detroit

that the Michigan State Housing Development Authority had assembled and shared with the

city.

In the end, the state deferred to the city, and in April 2018, the downtown tracts in which

Gilbert had poured so much capital officially became opportunity zones.

Read More

One Trump Tax Cut Was Meant to Help the Poor. A Billionaire Ended Up Winning Big.

Opportunity zones are meant to spur new investment in poor areas. But Under Armour’s Kevin Plank is getting a tax

break for investments that are not new and not in a poor tract. And Plank’s area was picked over neighborhoods that

are actually poor.

An analysis by ProPublica found that one of the tracts only became eligible through a

provision in the law that was intended to allow areas that had been designated for a Clinton-

era anti-poverty measure to be included in the program. However, experts told ProPublica

that the Treasury Department’s mapping analysis was deeply flawed, and that it erroneously

allowed a handful of areas to become opportunity zones. As ProPublica previously reported, a

similar loophole allowed a tract largely owned by Kevin Plank, billionaire CEO of Under

Armour, to take advantage of the opportunity zone program for his development in

Baltimore.
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Community groups in Michigan have criticized the selection process, contending it favored

wealthier areas that are already seeing redevelopment at the expense of more impoverished

areas of Detroit. Of the 10 most impoverished areas in the city that the governor could have

picked, only two made the cut. Of the 10 least impoverished areas, six were picked. Those

include downtown tracts in which Gilbert has substantial investments.

Former Gov. Rick Snyder, who made the ultimate selections last year, declined to comment.

In an email, a spokesperson for the city of Detroit said its recommendations centered on

areas where investors could make a return. “The City recommended the eligible areas where

it believed developers were most likely to find profitable investments. To do anything else

would have been pointless under the opportunity zone law.”

Do you have information about opportunity zones? Contact Jeff Ernsthausen at

jeff.ernsthausen@propublica.org. Contact Justin Elliott at justin@propublica.org or via

Signal at (774) 826-6240.

Correction, Oct. 24, 2019: This story originally misidentified the Detroit Economic

Growth Corporation as the Detroit Economic Development Corporation.
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These Single Moms Are Forced to Choose: Reveal Their Sexual Histories or Forfeit
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Women who apply for welfare often have to identify who fathered their children and when

they got pregnant, among other deeply personal details. State governments use that

information to pursue child support from the dads — and then pocket the money.
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